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Abstract
We reported on the synthesis of nanosized hydroxyapatite particles by wet chemical precipitation method and the con-

solidation of the nanoparticles by spark plasma sintering. We studied the effect of the synthesis temperature on the particle

size and phase composition of the obtained HAp. During synthesis beyond HAp, another phase supposedly nonstoichio-

metric HAp was also formed as a by-product that can be detected by thermal analysis combined with XRD. Its amount

gradually decreased with the increase in synthesis temperature and practically disappeared at 80 �C. Using this

nanopowder for sintering, the spark plasma-sintered ceramics retained their nanostructure comprising only HAp phase in

contrast to the powders synthesized at lower temperature when transformed products of the nonstoichiometric HAp could

also be detected.
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Introduction

Hydroxyapatite (HAp) is one of the most widespread cal-

cium phosphate due to its excellent characteristics. It is

biocompatible, bioactive, osteoconductive and its chemical

composition, namely Ca/P ratio (1.67), is similar to the

inorganic compound of bone; therefore, it is widely used as

a bone substitute material [1]. Furthermore, because of the

aforementioned properties HAp coatings on metal implants

are frequently used in orthopedic surgery [2, 3]. Moreover,

owing to its chemical and crystal structure it shows high

capacity for ion exchange even with heavy metals [4]. A

material exhibiting biodegradable properties could be a

good candidate for drug delivery [5, 6] or cancer diagnosis

[7, 8]. Due to its complex interaction with biomacro-

molecules, it may serve as an ideal and cheap material in

rapid bioseparation [9, 10]. In addition, the size of the HAp

grains or crystals, the exact chemical composition, mor-

phology and crystallinity also influence its properties and

hence the application fields [11, 12].

One of the greatest obstacles for widespread application

of HAp implants is the poor strength and brittleness of the

sintered materials. One approach to increase the strength of

ceramics is to fabricate nanostructured material that pos-

sesses enhanced mechanical properties according to the

well-known Hall-Petch relation. Moreover, nanobioce-

ramics exhibit enhanced resorbability and higher bioac-

tivity [13–15]. HAp ceramics prepared from nanosized

HAp particles have been reported [16] to show apparently

enhanced mechanical properties. As a result, several

methods have been developed over the past few decades to

prepare nanoparticles with well-defined shapes [14, 17]

including wet chemical methods, dry methods, high-tem-

perature or biogenic material-based methods and their

combinations [14]. The various preparation methods have

extensively been reviewed in the earlier literature

[14, 18, 19].
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The simplest and consequently the most frequently used

synthesis method is precipitation, in which dissolved Ca2?

ions (CaCl2, [20] Ca(NO3)2, [21] Ca(OH)2, [22] CaCO3,

[23]) are reacted with PO4
3- (H3PO4, (NH4)2HPO4, NH4-

H2PO4, Na3PO4, and KH2PO4) ions in aqueous solution at

pH over 9. This procedure rapidly results in nanometric

size HAp precipitates with high yield. The control of

parameters influences the nature of the final product.

Besides the desired product, nonstoichiometric and poorly

crystalline HAp and other calcium phosphates could occur

[24]. Eanes et al. [25] examined the effect of the reaction

time and found that well-crystallized HAp formation takes

at least 24 h at room temperature. They divided HAp for-

mation into three stages. In the first five-hour long period

only amorphous-like HAp forms followed by crystalliza-

tion with concomitant decrease in the amorphous compo-

nent. During the final, seven-hour long stage, the

amorphous phase completely disappears. However, the

reported formation mechanism was investigated only in

room temperature conditions. Webster et al. [26] found that

at 90 �C the formed HAp grain size was greater than at

room temperature, but the products were not characterized

by XRD. Similar conclusion was drawn by Liu et al. [27]

for the particle size-investigated long-time reactions.

Ishikawa et al. [28] found that peaks on XRD patterns of

the precipitated HAp became sharper with increasing

reaction temperatures indicating the higher crystallinity;

however, the evaluation of XRD results was not complete

in terms of phase identification.

Another crucial step of making porosity-free HAp

ceramics is the selection of the proper sintering tempera-

ture. Even though higher temperature promotes the diffu-

sion mechanisms of atoms and thus the consolidation of the

powder, there is a risk of thermal decomposition of HAp,

especially above 1200 �C. The sintering temperature may

be decreased using nanogranules having higher surface

energy [29] and consequently greater sintering ability than

its micron-sized counterparts [30]. By virtue of its unique

sintering mechanism, spark plasma sintering (SPS) tech-

nique allows to achieve full density at considerably lower

sintering temperature. In addition, due to the high heating

rate (typically in the range of 100–200 �C min-1) charac-

teristic for SPS, grain coarsening can be eliminated [31]

and the sintered body preserves the nanostructure. Inter-

estingly, in preliminary tests we realized that the SPS-

sintered specimens did not consist of pure HAp but occa-

sionally contained other calcium phosphate phases, as well.

The presence of unwanted by-products could result in

decreased mechanical properties or inferior bioactivity [14]

in medical applications [13, 32]. In most cases, optimiza-

tion of synthesis condition is required to prepare a pre-

cursor powder, which can be adequately sintered

preserving its phases and biological behavior after

sintering.

In this work, we synthesized HAp nanoparticles by

conventional wet chemical precipitation method and stud-

ied the effect of the synthesis temperature on the mor-

phology of the synthesized particles as well as the spark

plasma-sintered specimens.

Materials and methods

Synthesis of hydroxyapatite nanopowder

HAp nanoparticles were synthesized by precipitation

method using calcium nitrate 4-hydrate [Ca(NO3)2 * 4-

H2O] and diammonium phosphate [(NH4)2HPO4] as cal-

cium and phosphate sources, respectively. Chemicals were

purchased from Szkarabeusz Laboratóriumi Ltd in analyt-

ical grade. The pH value of the reaction solution was

maintained at 9.5 by adding 25% NH4OH (Reanal

Laborvegyszer Kereskedelmi Ltd.) solution. HAp synthesis

was performed at four different temperatures (20 �C,
40 �C, 60 �C and 80 �C) using 8 h total stirring time in the

particular tests. The obtained HAp precipitates were fil-

tered, washed with distilled water and dried at 105 �C for

24 h. The dried products were ball-milled to a powdered

form.

Densification of HAp nanopowder

The prepared powder was sintered to 3-mm-thick and

3-cm-diameter specimens by spark plasma sintering

machine (HDP5, FCT GmbH) at 900 �C with 5 min

holding time. The applied heating rate was 100 �C min-1

between 25 and 800 �C that was lowered to 50 �C min-1

above 800 �C. Temperature was continuously monitored

by thermocouples inserted to the graphite die. A chamber

pressure of 1 atm (Ar atmosphere) was maintained during

consolidation. The powders were compressed uniaxially

with 50 MPa that was maintained throughout the sintering

process. Linear shrinkage of the powder compacts was also

monitored online by measuring the relative displacement of

the graphite punch.

Characterization of materials

Apparent and bulk density of the sintered body was

determined by Archimedes’ principle immersion method.

The phase compositions of the prepared powder and the

sintered body were analyzed by a Philips PW 1830 X-ray

diffractometer using CuKa1 radiation in the range of

15–65� 2h with a step size of 0.04�. The morphology of

synthesized powders and sintered body was characterized
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by scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM, Zeiss EVO40

XVP) and transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM, FEI

Morgagni 268D). The thermal behavior of the powders was

studied using PerkinElmer STA 6000 equipment. Both

mass and heat flow signals were recorded, while samples

were heated from room temperature (25 �C) to 900 �C at

10 �C min-1 of heating rate. The experiments were carried

out in N2 atmosphere, and the sample mass was approxi-

mately 5–7 mg.

Results and discussion

Phase and structural analysis

Figure 1 shows the X-ray powder diffraction patterns of

HAp samples synthesized at different temperatures which

exhibit apatite patterns with no extraneous peaks. It can be

observed in Fig. 1 that FWHM (full width at half maxi-

mum) of the peaks decreases, i.e., peak become sharper

with the increase in synthesis temperature. According to

studies [25, 28, 33–36], peak broadening could be attrib-

uted either to decreased crystallinity or smaller crystallite

size. Crystallite size calculation was performed using

Scherrer equation [37] measuring the FWHMs of the

diffraction peak at 2H = 25.89 corresponding to HAp

{002}. The calculated crystallite size values are listed in

Table 1.

Although a remarkable peak sharpening can be observed

from 20 to 60 �C, the crystallite size remained approxi-

mately the same (* 20 nm) for the samples prepared at 20,

40 and 60 �C. It suggests that instead of changes in the

crystallite size inadvertent formation of intermediate

products during HAp preparation contributed to peak

broadening. According to XRD database and the decom-

position temperatures of calcium phosphates [38], we

suppose that in addition to HAp, some kind of nonstoi-

chiometric HAp was also formed during synthesis in the

powders, which became more apparent in the samples

synthesized at lower temperature. The formation of trical-

cium orthophosphate hydrate (Ca3(PO4)2 * H2O, (JCPDS

18-0303) has been also reported during wet synthesis

method of HAp, too. Later on, however, the existence of

this material was refuted [39], which explains why its

crystallographic parameters are still missing. A number of

different nonstoichiometric HAp could also precipitate

during preparation methods, and all of them have an X-ray

pattern almost identical with HAp in spite of their different

composition. The very small difference in lattice parame-

ters owing to the presence of HPO4
2-, H2PO4

- or CO3
2-,

HCO3
- and the concomitant Ca2? deficiency would cause

line broadening [40]. The identification of these com-

pounds could be done by 31P or 1H NMR [41] and IR [45]

when the phosphate (B site)/hydroxide ion (A site) sub-

stituting hydrogen phosphate or carbonate ion positions

could also be distinguished. The estimated proportion of

nonstoichiometric HAp and HAp in the synthesized pow-

der is also listed in Table 1. Evaluation of the diffraction

patterns have been obtained by full profile fitting tech-

niques [42]. The content of nonstoichiometric HAp is

rather high (35%) in the sample prepared at 20 �C but

gradually decreases with increasing temperature. As a

result, the apparently single broad peak between 32 and 35

2�H splits into two peaks. The sample prepared at 80 �C
practically contains only pure HAp. In order to find another

evidence for the presence of the nonstoichiometric HAp,

we performed heat treatment tests. The nonstoichiometric

HAp which contains CaHPO4 in ionic form could react

with HAp at elevated temperature and form a-calcium
phosphate (JCPDS C29-0359) and whitlockite (JCPDS

09-0169) with loss of a water molecule [39]. The as-formed

phases serve as proof for the presence of nonstoichiometric

HAp in the synthesized powder. This material could also be

accounted for the contamination of some of the sintered

HAp and thus could result in defective sintered body pro-

duct [43]. In Fig. 2, we compared the XRD patterns of the

powders synthesized at 20 and 80 �C as-prepared and after

heat treatment at 800 �C for 2 h. While no significant

changes can be observed in the XRD patterns for test

sample HAP_80, apparent changes occurred in the crys-

talline structure of sample HAp_20 on the effect of heat

treatment. Peaks corresponding to HAp became sharper,

while new peaks also appeared that can be assigned to
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Fig. 1 X-ray powder diffraction patterns of hydroxyapatite powders

prepared at various temperatures
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whitlockite and a-calcium phosphate. All other unmarked

peaks refer to HAp.

Thermal analysis

The presence of nonstoichiometric HAp was also investi-

gated by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA plots of

the samples are illustrated in Fig. 3. A steeper decrease can

be seen up to 200 �C followed by a slight one for each

sample, both the decrease can be attributed to the elimi-

nation of adsorbed water from the surface. However, the

sample prepared at 20 �C shows a small but sharp drop at

750 �C suggesting the reaction between dicalcium phos-

phate and HAp to form b-tricalcium orthophosphate

namely whitlockite and at higher temperature further to

form a-tricalcium orthophosphate. The reaction accompa-

nied the detachment of a water molecule that results in

mass loss.

TEM results

TEM images were prepared to analyze the morphology and

particle size of the synthesized powders as well as to

determine their crystal structure. Figure 4 shows typical

TEM images of the powder for each test sample and the

corresponding diffraction pattern.

At 20 �C, most of the particles are smaller than 20 nm

(Fig. 4, HAP_20), which means that at low temperature

there is not enough driving force for ripening of the crys-

tals. On the effect of increased reaction temperature,

crystals start to grow, which is in agreement with the XRD

data (Table 1), and resemble the typical acicular shape of

HAp. Electron diffraction patterns of the sample show the

characteristic HAp ring pattern, which is indicative for

nanocrystals. Since the error of the d value measurement is

larger than the d value difference between HAp and non-

stoichiometric HAp, the latter cannot be positively

identified.

Table 1 The crystallite sizes

based on Scherrer equation and

the estimated compositions of

HAp powders synthesized at

different temperatures

Name Synthesis temp/�C Crystallite size/nm Estimated phase composition/mass%

HAp Nonstoichiometric HAp

HAP_20 20 18 65 [ 35

HAP_40 40 20 75 \ 25

HAP_60 60 22 80 \ 20

HAP_80 80 50 98 \ 2
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Fig. 2 X-ray powder diffraction patterns of HAp powders as synthe-

sized at 20 and 80 �C and after calcination at 800 �C
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Fig. 3 TGA plots of hydroxyapatite powders synthesized at various

temperatures
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Morphological study of sintered body

Figure 5 shows characteristic curves of sintering including

displacement, i.e., shrinkage of the powder, the sintering

speed and the temperature in the function of sintering time.

Although the sintering temperature was 900 �C, the

shrinkage rate suggests that sintering starts even at around

800 �C. The heating rate was decreased, in agreement with

our earlier work [44], as most of the shrinkage takes place

between 800 and 900 �C. The peak observed below this

temperature corresponds to the compaction resulted from

the increasing compression.

On the XRD pattern of the sintered HAp sample

(Fig. 6), all the peaks can be assigned to HAp and no signs

for other calcium phosphate by-products could be detected.

The characteristic peaks are quite sharp, which suggests

good crystallinity. The average crystallite size was of

197 nm calculated by Scherrer equation, whose value

although higher than the crystalline size of HAp

HAP_20 HAP_40

HAP_60 HAP_80

Fig. 4 TEM images of nano-

HAp powders synthesized at

different temperatures
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Fig. 5 Characteristic curves of the sintering of nano-HAp (HAP_80)

in the function of time
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Fig. 6 X-ray diffraction pattern of sintered HAp sample
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synthesized at 80 �C is still well under micrometric size

and can be considered as nanostructure. It shows that the

rapid heating characteristic of SPS mechanism accompa-

nied with the nanosized primary particles with greater

activity for sintering altogether promoted to achieve a

nanostructured bulk material. Figure 7 shows an image of

the microstructure of sintered HAp that consists of

hexagonal crystals with relative density of 97.82%.

Conclusions

We synthesized nanometric sized hydroxyapatite powder

by wet chemical precipitation at various temperatures

ranging from 20 to 80 �C. The prepared powders were used
as precursors for SPS sintering. We concluded that pre-

cipitated particles were of nanometric size regardless of the

synthesis temperature. Between 20 and 60 �C, the particle

size was around 20 nm, while at 80 �C it increased to

50 nm. The synthesis resulted in HAp as major constituent;

however, another calcium phosphate phase supposedly

nonstoichiometric HAp was also formed. Even though that

phase can be hardly distinguished directly from HAp by

XRD, we could infer its presence by thermal analysis. Its

amount was the highest at the lowest synthesis temperature

and gradually decreased with the increase in temperature

and completely disappeared in the sample prepared at

80 �C. Using the impurity-free particles synthesized at

80 �C for the SPS sintering, we could fabricate specimen

comprising pure HAp phase and retain the nanostructure in

the sintered material. This result suggests that nanosized

HAp particles prepared by precipitation should be synthe-

sized at 80 �C to prevent decomposition and/or contami-

nation of sintered HAp ceramics.
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